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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
FLIGHT INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF HORIZONTA~AIL HEIGHT, 
MOMENT OF INERTIA, AND CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS ON THE 
PITCH-UP CHARACTERISTICS OF A 350 SWEPr4lING 
FIGHTER AIRPIANE AT HIGH SUBSONIC SPEEDS 
By Norman M. McFadden and Donovan R. Heinle 
SUMMARY 
A flight investigation was conducted of a 350 swept-wing fighter 
airplane with two different horizontal-tail heights. The longitudinal 
stability and buffet characteristics were compared for the two configu-
rations. The pilots' opinions of the pitch-up characteristics of the 
test airplane were compared with those of another version of the 350 
swept-wing fighter, and calculations were made correlating the differences 
in pitch-up characteristics with the differences in control effectiveness 
and moment of inertia of the two airplanes. 
Lowering the tail the amount possible on the test airplane had only 
a very small effect on the longitudinal stability characteristics. 
Lowering the tail made no appreciable change in the buffet boundary of 
the test airplane since there was no marked increase in buffeting as 
the tail entered the wing wake. 
Analysis showed that the SUbstantial improvement in the pitch-up 
charcteristics of the test airplane over those of another version of 
the 350 swept-wing fighter was due to a large extent to the increased 
control effectiveness, an increased moment of inertia, and a decreased 
change of control effectiveness with change in Mach number of the test 
airplane. 
INTRODUCT ION 
The use of sweptback wings to improve performance in the transonic 
speed range has introduced the problem of pitch-up - a longitudinal 
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instability which occurs at high speeds at lift coefficients well below 
maximum lift. Factors which can affect the severity (and pilot opinion) 
of the pitch-up are the wing-fuselage pitching moment, the moment 
contributed by the horizontal tail (including downwash effects), the 
pilot's control power, the aerodynamic damping, and the moment of inertia 
of the airplane. References 1 and 2 have shown that for the F-86A, a 
350 swept-wing fighter airplane, this instability was due to an abrupt 
break in the wing-fuselage pitching-moment curve resulting from a 
premature wing-tip stall. The downwash at the horizontal-tail position 
was not changed significantly by the inboard shift in the span load. 
Earlier wind-tunnel tests by North American Aviation, Inc., showed 
that low tail locations produced decided improvements in static longitu-
dinal stability. More recent high Mach number tests (refs. 3 to 5) have 
indicated that horizontal-tail locations in or below the wing-chord plane 
balance to a large extent the unstable wing-fuselage pitching moments 
associated with the pitch-up. When it became possible to obtain a swept-
wing fighter airplane with two alternative tail configurations (horizontal 
tail 0.202 b/2 and 0.081 b/2 above the wing-chord plane), the investiga-
tion reported herein was undertaken. Although there were no data available 
directly applicable to the configuration of the test vehicle, examination 
of reference 3 indicated a possibility of obtaining a significant reduc-
tion in aerodynamic center shift during the pitch-up by the use of the low 
tail configuration. Reference 6, a wind-tunnel test run concurrently with 
the present investigation, also indicated the possibilities of substantial 
gains by lowering the tail on a 350 swept-wing airplane. 
The pilot, of course, is not directly sensitive to the instabilities 
of the pitching moment of the airplane, but only to the resultant motions 
of the airplane and to the control motions and forces required to 
maneuver. A study of reference 7 shows that if the pilot were given a 
sufficiently powerful control and time to apply it by having an airplane 
with very slow response to changes in pitching moment, the airplane 
could be controlled with ease regardless of the severity of the 
instability. 
For low tail installations, there is the possibility of airframe 
buffeting being induced by unsteady flow over the horizontal tail as 
the tail enters the wake of the wing. This is of particular importance 
in the transonic speed region where shock-induced separation of the 
flow over the wing occurs. 
The primary purpose of this report was to compare the pitch-up 
characteristics of the test airplane with the two different tail 
configurations and, in turn, to compare these results with those that 
might be predicted from static wind-tunnel tests. A secondary purpose 
was to investigate the effect on airframe buffeting of allowing the 
horizontal tail to enter the wing wake. 
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In another phase of ' the investigation reported here i n the pilots ' 
opinions of the pitch-up characteristics of the test airplane were com-
pared with their opinions of the test airplane of reference 1. The 
latter airplane had one third the control effectiveness and two thirds 
the moment of inertia of the present tes t " airplane and had an identical 
wing plan form. 
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NOTATION 
lift normal acceleration factor, 
weight 
buffet induced increments in normal acceleration at the airplane 
center of gravity 
wing span 
mean aerodynamic chord 
ll" ft ff"" t lift coe lClen,-qs-
pitching-moment coeffiCient, pitching moment 
qSc 
normal force 
normal-force coefficient, qS 
acceleration due to gravity 
loss in total pressure 
stabilizer incidence 
3 
Iy moment of inertia about lateral axis through the center of gravity 
2t tail length 
tail load 
M Mach number 
q d i 1 n 2 ynam c pressure, "2Pv 
S wing area 
time 
v flight velocity 
angle of attack 
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De elevator angle 
e pitching acceleration 
p a ir density 
Subscripts 
bal balancing 
w+f wing plus fuselage 
EQUIPMENT AND TESTS 
Test Airplane 
The t est airplane used in this investigation was a YF-86D, a 350 
swept-wing fighter (fig. 1 and table I) . The airplane was equipped with 
an all-movable , irreversible, power-actuated horizontal tail with arti-
ficial stick forces fed back to the pilot. The airplane was furnished 
with two rear fuselage sections containing different horizontal-tail 
installations . One with the standard F-86D tail insta lled 0.202 b/2 
above the wing-chord plane, the other had the identical tail installed 
0.081 b/2 above the wing-chord plane. On the basis of the wind-tunnel 
data (refs . 3 to 6), it would have been advisable to locate the low tail 
installation much lower (wing-chord plane or below); however, it was not 
feasible to do so on the test airplane . 
Instrumentation and Tests 
The test airplane was instrumented with standard NACA instruments 
and an l8-channel oscillograph to measure the following quantities: 
1. horizontal-tail loads (low-tail version only) 
2. airspeed 
3. altitude 
4. normal and longitudinal acceleration of center of gravity 
5. angular velocity and acceleration (three components) 
6. stabilizer position 
7. angle of attack 
8 . differential total pressure (tips of horizontal and vertical 
tails ) 
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The flight tests consisted of making turns at constant Mach number, 
gradually increasing the normal acceleration until a high-speed stall 
was encountered. It was necessary to progressively increase the dive 
angle of the airplane to maintain speed as the normal acceleration was 
increased. Runs were made over a Mach number range of 0.70 to 0.95 at 
35,000 feet altitude . 
Corrections 
At times the pitching acceleration was large enough that the data 
could not be considered to have been taken under static conditions, in 
spite of the pilot ' s attempts to maintain a low rate-of-change normal 
acceleration . Therefore the measured stabilizer angle was corrected 
for pitching acceleration by 
lyB 1 
qSc dCm/dit 
where dCm/dit , shown in figure 2, was obtained from elevator pulse 
tests as described in reference 8 . The balancing tail loads were cor-
rected for pitching acceleration by 
_lyB 
lllitbal - ~ 
No corrections were applied for flight-path curvature because such 
corrections are relatively small at the speeds of the flight tests . 
All data were corrected to a center-of- gravity position of 22-1/4 
percent M.A.C. 
RESUDrS AND DISCUSSION 
Longitudinal Stability 
Figure 3 presents the stabilizer angle required to balance the 
airplane as a function of the normal- force coefficient for several 
constant Mach number runs (Mach number changes restricted to 0 . 01). 
Data are not presented for speeds above a Mach number of 0.91 because 
of the difficulty of holding the speed constant as the normal accelera-
tion was increased. At Mach numbers of 0.88 and 0.85 the curve for the 
low-tail configuration had a slightly smaller unstable break which came 
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a t a little higher normal- force coefficient. This indicated that a less 
severe pitch-up would be expected with the low- tail airplane . However, 
at Mach numbers of 0 . 80 and 0 . 91 the data indicated that the low- tail 
configuration would be expected to h~ve a slightly more severe pitch- up . 
In any case, the differences in stability represented by the curves of 
figure 3 were relatively small and did not represent an appreciable chfu~ge 
in stability, as evidenced by the fact that the pilots were unable to 
notice a difference in the pitch-up characteristics with the two tail 
configurations • 
The investigation reported in reference 6 showed that, at Mach 
numbers of 0 .85 and below, changing the tail height the amount used in 
this investigation changed the pitching-moment curve from one with an 
unstable break to one that broke only to neutral stability. At Mach 
numbers of 0 . 90 and 0 . 92 the break was to neutral stability for both 
tail configurations . The model had a similar wing plan form and the 
identica l tail heights of the present test airplane , but had a different 
a irfoil section, fuselage, tail plan form, tail length, and the Reynolds 
number was 2,000,000 compared to a range of 13,600,000 to 18,000,000 
for the flight tests . Figure 3 has shown t hat, with the exception of 
Mach numbers of 0 . 855 and 0 . 880 for the high tail, the curves broke to 
neutral stability for both tail configurations with the present t est 
vehicle . This difference in results for the two t ests indic~tes that 
care must be exercised when wind-tunnel tests are interpreted if the 
wind- tunnel model is not an exact duplicate of the configuration being 
studied . 
Although there were no beneficial effects found from lowering the 
tail to 0 . 081 b/2 above the wing-chord plane, there is no reason to 
believe that there would not be some advantages found if it were poss ible 
to place the horizontal tail in or below the wing- chord plane as shown 
to be desirable in references 3 to 5 . 
Buffet 
The buffet boundary of the test airplane is shown in figure 4 for 
both tai l configurations . The normal- force coefficient at which the 
tail entered the wake (as evidenced by loss in total head at the tip 
of the stabilizer) is also included in the figure . The buffet boundary 
of the test airplane of reference 1 was presented in reference 9, and 
is added for comparison purposes . That airplane had an identical plan 
form and a slightly higher t a il location (0 . 02 b/2) and longer tail 
length (2-1/2 feet) than the high-tail configuration of the present 
test airplane . It is evident that there is no correlation between the 
buffet boundary and the tail entry into the wing wake . The buffet 
boundary of the airplane of the present tests is almost identical for 
the two tail configurations and, except at the very lowest Mach numbers, 
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occurred at lower normal- for ce coefficient than that at which the t a il 
entered the wing wake . There is also close agreement with the buffet 
boundary of the airplane of reference 1 . 
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Above a Mach number of 0 . 90 there was a mild buffeting in l evel 
flight with either tail configuration . This buffeting increased gradu-
ally with an increase in normal-force coefficient but seemed to have no 
marked increas e as the tail entered the wake of the wing . Figure 5 pre-
sent s a reproduction of the center-of- gravity accelerometer r ecord of a 
pitch-up at a Mach number of 0 . 92 . Plotted in the same figure is a 
r ecord of the tota l head at the ti~ of the stabilizer and values of 
norma l acce lera tion represented by the accelerometer record . The increase 
in buff eting shown at 7 seconds does start while the t ail is in t he wing 
wake , but it is felt that this is wing buffeting due to the lift s tart-
ing to decrease a t this time - decreasing lift having a dest abiliz ing 
effect on the boundary layer in contrast to the effect of increasing 
lift just prior to time 7 seconds . The larger values of buffe ting 
continue after the tail has emerged from the wing wake, thus e liminat i ng 
the effect of the wake on the tail as a possible source of the buffe ting . 
The primar y source of the mild buffeting at low lifts is be lieved to be 
t he separ ation near the fuselage-tail juncture . Figure 6 shO\vs t uft 
p ictures for t he low-tail installation at a Mach number of 0 . 94, a 
norma l-force coeffici ent of 0.090 - an Az of slightly l ess t han 1/2 
and for the high-tail configuration at a Mach number cf 0. 905 and an 
Az of 1. 
Pitch- Up Intensity 
Pilots' oplnlons.- During the course of this investigation the 
pilots found almost no noticeable change in the pitch- up intensity with 
change in tail location, but the pitch- up of the airplane of the pre s ent 
investigation was very mild compared to that of the airplane of r ef er-
ence 1. The two airplanes had identical wing plan forms and similar t ail 
plan forms. However, the tail of the airplane of reference 1 was 
slightly higher, further aft, and had less area . This resulted in an 
increas e in tail height of 0 . 02 b/2, a 20-percent increase in tail l ength, 
and a decrease in area of 33 percent . 
The detection of a pitch- up was obscured, from the pilots' point 
of view , by differences in control sensitivity and in stick-free stabil-
ity of t he two airplanes. The test airplane of this investiga tion had 
t he earliest version of the irreversible power-operated slab tail and 
had a definite control sensitivity problem . It was very difficult, if 
not impossible, for the pilot to maneuver the airplane smoothly , and 
a lmost invariably there was a short-period longitudinal oscillation 
imposed upon whatever maneuver the pilot was attempting (fig. 5) that 
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had a tendency to mask the effects of the pitch-up. As a r esult of this, 
the pilots, before becoming accustomed to the peculiarities of the 
control system, would report that there was no pitch-up with the a ir-
plane . However , after becoming familiar with the control system the 
pilots could detect a pitch-up, but were able to control the airplane 
in the pitch-up region in spite of the sensitivity problem. On the 
other hand, with the airplane of reference 1, it was impossible to 
control the airplane in the pitch-up region and very rapid action was 
required to prevent the airplane f r om pitching up to the stall when the 
instability was encountered while flying above the buffet boundary . 
The pilots also fe lt that the better stick-free stability of the 
airplane of the present tests, which did not deter iorate at the h i gher 
Mach numbers because of the purely artificial feel system, had cons i der-
able bearing on the rate at which the pilot could apply corrective 
control. It was only necessary to ease up on the back pressure on the 
stick - reversal of stick force t o get corrective control was not 
required . 
In addition to these differences which t ended to affect pilot 
response, there were several differences in the two airplanes that 
also might affect the pitch-up characteristics . Affecting the difference 
in response of the airplanes at constant Mach number were two factors: 
the e l evator effectiveness of the airplane of reference 1 was only one 
third of the stabilizer effectiveness of the airplane of t he present 
tests, and the moment of inertia was only two thirds of that of the 
present test airplane . Another factor, wh ich can have a powerful 
effect on the pitch-up when changes i n speed are involved (which is the 
usual case) , was the change in control effectiveness with change in 
Mach number which was much larger with the a irplane of reference 1 
(fig . 2) . Ther e was also the possibility that differences in airframe 
and control-surface stiffness might have some effect on the basic 
pitching moment of the airplanes. 
Wing-fuselage pitching moments .- Figure 7 compares the wing-
fuselage pitching moments of the two a irplanes . It can be seen that the 
break in the curves (indicating the pitch-up) was equally abrupt in both 
cases and genera lly came at the same normal-force coefficient for both 
airplanes . Other than the s lightly higher normal-force coefficient 
r eached by the present t es t a irplane before reaching the instability at 
a Mach number of 0.89, the longitudinal stability characteristics r epre-
sented by the wing- f use l age pitching moment wer e very s imilar for both 
airplanes. 
Control effectiveness and moment of inertia differences .- Since it 
was shown by the data of figure 7 that no differ ence ex isted in the wing-
fuselage pitching moments that could reasonably account for the differ-
ence in the pitch-up of the two airplanes reported by the pilots, 
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c a lculations were made to de t ermine the possible effects of the increased 
control effectiveness and moment of inertia of the present test airplane. 
Us i ng a modified version of the me thod of reference 7 a series of calcu-
lat ions was performed using the airplane of reference 1 as a sample. 
These were made in order to show the differences which might be expected 
in t he pitch-up characteristics of that airplane as a result of variations 
of t he control effectiveness and moment of inertia . For these calcula-
tions, the results of which are presented in figure 8, a steady elevator 
input of 10 per s econd was used until 1/2 second after the pitch- up (as 
evidenced by t he slope of the pitching-moment curve going positive), 
fo llowed by a r ecovery using a 100 per second elevator input rate. Time 
h i s tories of angl es of attack were calculated for three values of control 
effectiveness and two values of moment of inertia. An additional calcu-
lation was performed using the largest values of both control effective-
ness and moment of inertia. These were roughly equivalent to the values 
actually f ound in the airplane of the present tests. As a reference, a 
calculation wa s made using the values of control effectiveness and 
moment of inertia correspondi ng to the airplane of reference 1, but 
assuming t he pitching moment to be linear (dCm/da = constant) with the 
s lope equa l to t he slope in the low angle-of-attack range of the pitch-
ing moment used in the initial calculations. Initial conditions were 
chosen such that 1/2 second before the corrective control was applied 
(corre sponding to the initial instability in the previous calculations), 
the airplane was in trim with the values of angle of attack and of rate 
of change of angle of attack equal to those obtained in the previous 
ca lculations at the onset of the pitch-Up . The initial rate of change 
of angle of attack in this calculation was much higher that that compat-
ible with the r ate of elevator input. Thus the calculated rate of change 
of angle of attack started to decrease before corrective control was 
applied. Nevertheless, this curve serves as a good base from which to 
compare the overshoot of angle of attack found for the other conditions. 
Either the increased control effectiveness or the increased moment 
of inertia reduced the overshoot (using the linear pitching-moment case 
as a reference) by 60 percent, and the combination of the two reduced 
the overshoot by 80 percent. 
This result was not entirely in agreement with the results of 
r eference 7, which showed little or no effect of control effectiveness 
(which is equiva lent to rate of corrective control in the calculations) 
on the pitch-Up. The difference lies in the particular situations 
analyzed. In reference 7 much larger rates of entry into the pitch-up 
in t erms of rate of change of angle of attack were used and the recovery 
was delayed one full second after the initiation of the pitch-up. This 
a llowed the airplane to pitch completely through the unstable region 
before r ecovery was initiated. Thus, with the airplane then being 
stable, there is no major effect of rate of corrective control in terms 
of overshoot. In the present flight investigation the approach to the 
pitch-up was made slowly so that the measured data could be considered 
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to have been taken under static conditions. Consequently, t he rates used 
in the calcula tions were necessarily chosen small to match tho~e used in 
flight . The delay time used was close to tha t ac tua lly used iL flight 
when, for familiarization and pilot opinion flights, the pilot '"ras 
i nstructed to recover as soon as the pitch- up started. Thuv the correc-
tive control was initiated much sooner than in reference 7. 
Effect of change in speed.- The change in control effectiveness 
with change in Mach number can affect the pitch-up encountered i n fl i ght 
where it is normal for the speed to decrease rapidly as the airplane 
pitches up to high normal acce lerat ions. In the region of the most 
severe pitch-up it is usual for the control effectiveness to increase 
with a decrease in Mach number . To enter the pitch- up r eg ion in the 
first place considerable elevator deflection is required, producing a 
down load on the tail . As the speed drops off and the e l eva tor effect-
iveness increases an addit ional down load is prOVided by t he e l evator 
deflection, increas ing the a lready unbalanced nose-up pitching moment of 
the a irplane . 
This factor ' was not t aken into account in the ca lculations because 
the simplified calculation procedure used did not t ake account of changes 
in speed. However, it can be seen from figure 2, assuming a dr op in 1ach 
number from 0 . 90 to 0.85, that the airplane of reference 1 would have a 
40-percent increase in t a il load due to the change in control effective-
ness, while the airplane of the present tests woulCt have only a 22- percent 
increase . Thus, it is evident that the difference in change in contr ol 
effectiveness with change in Mach number is an additional factor ,,{hich 
tends to make the pitch-up of the airplane of reference 1 more severe 
than that of the airplane of the present tests. 
No attempt was made to compare measured and computed respons es of 
the airplane directly by using actual control inputs from fl i ght records 
in the computations. The simplified calculation procedure used di d not 
take account of the changes in speed and in control effectiveness . Since 
the pitch-up was primarily due to a premature stall of the wing tips, it 
was felt that the aerodynamic parameters involved in the computa tion 
would change significantly from their low angle-of- attack values. To 
attempt to determine their values in the pitch-up r egion was beyond the 
scope of this investigation. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The investiga tion of the longitudinal stability and buffet character-
istics of a 35 0 swept-wing fighter airplane with two different tail 
heights has indicated that: 
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1. There is very little effect of changing the tail height from 
0.202 b/2 to 0.081 b/2 above the wing-chord plane on the stability 
characteristics of the test airplane. 
11 
2. There is no noticeable increase in buffeting at the center of 
gravity of the airplane as the tail enters the wake of the wing. 
3 . The test airplane, while having essentially the same unstable 
a irplane static pitching moments as another version of this airplane 
with an uncontrollable pitch- up, had only a mild pitch-up which was 
easily controllable. An analysis shows that this improvement for the 
present test airplane could be attributed largely to an increased con-
trol effectiveness, an increased moment of inertia, and a decrease in 
the change in control effectiveness with change in Mach number. 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Moffett Field, Calif., June 21, 1954 
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TABLE 1 .- DIMENSIONS OF THE TEST AIRPLANE 
Wing 
Area, sq ft . . .•...••. 287 .90 
Span, ft .. 37.12 
Aspect ratio . . . . •. .•• • . 4.785 
Taper ratio. • . • • • • • • 0 .5131 
Dihedral angle, deg . . . • . . . • • 3 . 00 
Mean aerodynamic chord, i n. ... • . . . 97 . 03 
Sweepback of 25-percent element , deg 35 .2 
Incidence of root chord, deg . . . . • • • . ••• • 1 
Geometric twist, deg • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . • 2 
Root airfoil. . .(Mod) NACA 0012-64 (perpendicular c/4, 9 .88-
percent t hickness parallel to air stream) 
Tip airfoil. . . (Mod) NACA 0012-64 (perpendicular c/4, 8 .55-
percent t hickness 
Ailerons (Straight- sided type , i r r ev er s ible 
boost and artific ial feel) 
Area, each, s.q ft • . 
Leading-edge slats 
Area (one side only) , sq ft 
Span, in. • . 
Chord, in . • . • . 
Horizontal tail 
parallel to air stream) 
• . 16. 36 
17.72 
155.24 
· . 16 .43 
Area (total), sq ft . • • • • • .53.9 
Area (movable), sq f t • . • • 39 .01 
Span, ft . • • • . ., 16,85 
Aspect ratio. . • . . • • • •• •••. • • 5 . 102 
Taper ratio • . • . . • • • 0.4232 
Mean aerodynamic chord, in. . . . . . . . • • . • . • • 41 .60 
Sweepback of 25-percent element, deg . . • • • • • • • •• . 35.00 
Tail length, ft • . . . • . . . • • •• • • •.• • 15.7 
Airfoil section . • . . • . . . . . • •• NACA 64A010 
Irreversible boos t and artific ial feel 
Vertical tail 
Area (exc l uding dorsal f in), sq f t 
Aspect ratio. • . . . • 
Taper ratio . . . • • • • . . • 
Mean aerodynamic chor d, in . . . 
Sweepback of 25-percent element, deg 
Fuselage 
Side area, sq ft • 
Length (basic), in •. 
Fineness ratio 
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Figure 1.- Test airplane. 
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A-19332 
(a) High-tail configuration; M 0.905, 1 g flight. 
A-19210 
(b) Low-tail configuration; M = 0 .94, 1/2 g flight. 
Figure 6.- Tuft study of flow in vicinity of tail. 
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